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INTERACTION OF THE ELEMENTS 
CHARACTERIZING THE QUADRATIC 

NONLINEARITY AND FORCED 
EXCITATION WITH THE OTHER EXCITATIONS 

Introduction 

NGUYEN VAN DAO 
Vietnam National Un~·versity, Hanoi 

In nonlinear systems, the first order of smallness terms of quadratic nonlinearity and the 
forced excitation with nonresonance frequency and the second order of smallness terms of linear 
friction, cubic nonlinearity, forced and parametric excitation with resonance frequencies have no 
effect on the oscillation in the first approximation. However, they do· interact one with another in 
the second approximation a.nd new nonlinear phenomena occur. The study of these phenomena, 
using the asymptotic method of nonlinear mechanics [1] with a digital computer, is our aim. 

1. Interaction between the elements of quadratic nonlinearity and forced excitation 
themselves 

Let us consider a nonlinear system governed by the differential equation 

i + x = e[ax2 + q cos 2<p(r)] - e2 (2h:i:+ f3x3
), {1.1} 

where the dots indicate differentiation with respect to time, ·a, q, h and f3 are constants, r = et 
and e is a small dimensionless parameter characterizing the smallness of the terms behind it. The 
parameter e is introduced artificially and used as a book-keeping device and will be set equal 
to unity in the final solution. The quadratic term may be due to curvature or and asymmetric 
material nonlinearity. The function 10(r) is supposed to be a form 

d\0 dt = v(r), r = et, (1.2} 

where v(r) is close to the natural frequency i.e. to unity: 

v2 (r} = 1 + e2 ~(r}. {1.3} 

The equation {1.1} can be rewritten as: 

{1.4} 

A solution of this equation is sought by using the asymptotic method of nonlinear oscillation 
[1] 

x =a cosO+ eu1(a, t/>, 0) + e2u2(a, t/>, 0) + e3 ... , 0 =I"+ .p, {1.5} 
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~; = eA,(a)¢) +e2A2(a,,P) + ... , ~~ =eBt(a,¢)+e2B2(a,,P) + ... , 

where u;(a, ,P, 0) are periodic functions with period 21r with respect to both variables ,P and 0 and 
do not contain the first harmonics sinO, cosO. The functions A;(a,,P), B;(a,,P) are periodic with 
respect to the variable .p. These functions will be determined in the process of approximation 
calculations. 

Substituting the expressions (1.5) into equation {1.4) and comparing the coefficients of e1 we 
obtain 

-2v( r)A, sin 0- 2av(r)B, cos 0 + v2 (r) ( aa:~1 + "') = o.a2 cos2 0 + q cos 21"{r). (1.6) 

Comparing the harmonics in {1.6) gives: 

A1 = B1 =0, 

o.a
2 

1 ( 2 ) q · 
u 1 = ----,--( ) - ----,--( ) o.a + 2q cos 21/J cos 20 - ----,--( ) sm 21/> cos 20. 

b T ~ T 3v T 

Comparing the coefficients of e2 in {1.4) we get 

which gives 

- 2v(r)A2sinO- 2av(r)B2cosO + v2 (rJ(a:8~2 + "•) = 

= 2aau1 cosO+ Aacos 8 + 2havsin0- {Ja3 cos3 8, 

-2v(r)A2 = 2hv(r)a- ~q( )asin21/>, 
3v T 

( 
5a2 3 ) 3 aq 

-2av(r)B2 = Aa+ 6v•(r) - 4{3 a -
3112

{r) a cos 21/J. 

So, in the second approximation we have 

z =a cosO+ e[";2 

- ~(aa2 + 2qcos2,P) cos 20- ~sin2,Psin20], 

da [ e1.q • J 
dt = e

2 
- ha + 6v(r) asm2,P , 

d,P e
2 
A 2 [ '1 3 aq J a-d =--a+e -()a +-(-)acos2,P, t 2v v T 6v T 

where 
3{3 5C1.2 

'1 = B-
12 

, v(r) = vo + e}Jt, vo "'1. 

Stationary Oscillation: 

{1.7) 

{1.8) 

{1.9) 

{1.10) 

(1.11) 

{1.12) 

(1.13) 

Supposing that v( T) = w = const and considering the stationary oscillation with constant 
amplitude a and phase .p we have: 

~q sin 21/J = hw, 

Eliminating the phase .p we get: 

C1.q A 2 
6cos2,P = 2- '1a, a f- 0. 

W(a2 ,w) = 0, 
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(1.14) 

(1.15) 
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where 

e2~ =w2 -1"" 2(w -1), 
3 5a2 

1 = s~'- 12 . (1.16) 

From equation {1.15) it follows that: 

(1.17) 

The dependence of the amplitude a on the external frequency w is presented in figure 1 for the 
parameters: e2 aq = 0.063, e2 h = 0.01, .:21 = 0.08. 

The stability of nontrivial stationary solutions (a f 0) of the equation (1.12) when w is constant 
can be studied by using the corresponding variational equations, which lead to the condition: (1] 

aw 
-a >O. 

ao 
(1.18) 

Because function W {1.16) is positive outside and negative inside the resonance curve, the stable 
branch of the resonance curve is the upper branch, which corresponds to the upper sign before the 
radical in (1.17). Thus, between the two forms of oscillations corresponding to definite values of 
w, the form with large amplitude is stable and the form with small amplitude is unstable . 
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Fig.1 

Following Chapter 4 of 111, the trivial solution a = 0 of the equation (1.12) is stable if the 
value w does not lie in that interval of the axis w, from which the resonance _curve is rising. In 
figure 1 the stable branches are shown by heavy lines, while the ,;nstable ones are shown by dotted 
lines. 

The passage of the system under consideration through resonance when t{r) is not a. constant, 
but changes by the law: v( T) = v0+.:J.Lt, can be examined by integration of the differential equations 
(1.12). The parameters are chosen as to = 0, a0 = 0.009, .Po = 0, e2 h = 0.001, .:21 = 0.01, 
.:

2 aq = -0.024, vo = 1, J.L = 10-s (curve 1, Fig. 2); J.L = 2 · 10-5 (curve 2, Fig. 2); J.L = -10-5 

(curve 1, Fig. 3); J.L = -2 · 10-5 (curve 2, Fig. 3). 
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From the expression (1.12) and (1.13) one can see that the quadratic nonlinearity (a) is always 
to softenize the system under consideration regardless of the sign of a:. Moreover, two elements 
characterizing quadratic nonlinearity ax2 and forced excitation q cos 2<p( T) combine together and 
act just like a parametric excitation with an intensity aq. 

The system of equations (1.12) has a trivial solution a= 0, which corresponds to a pure forced 
oscillation under the action of an external excitation sq cos 2tp: 

X = -e:~ COS 2<p. (1.19) 

2. Interaction between the elements of quadratic nonlinearity and forced excita
tions 

The system under consideration in this paragraph is governed by d.e. 

i + w2 x = e:(ax' + q cos 2wt) + e:" [Ll.x - 2hz- f3x3 + rcos(wt- 17)], w2 = 1 + e2 Ll.. (2.1) 

Here, the nonresonance forced excitation (q) is of the first order of smallness, while the resonance 
forced excitation (r) is of second order of smallness. These excitations have no effect on the oscil
lation in the first approximation, but they interact one with another in the second approximation. 
Similarly to the previous paragraph, the solution of the equation (2.1) is found in the series (1.5). 
The equations (1.11)-(1.13) now take the form: 

[
aa2 1 · q ] 

:r; =a cos 0+ e T- 6(aa2 + 2qcos 2,P) cos 20- 3 sin2,P sin 20 , .0 = wt + ,P, (2.2) 

~; = ;: [- 2haw + ~q a sin 2,P- rsin(H 11)], 

d,P •2 [ a aq ] 
adt = 

2
w -Ll.a+2-ya +3acos2,P-rcos(.P+'1), 

(2.3) 
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3/3 5a2 

7=8-12" 
The stationary solutions of equations (2.3} are determined by the relations: 

or equivalently: 

fo = 0, go= O, 

fo = 2hwa - ~q a sin 2,P + r sin( ,P + '7), 
- aq 

g0 = Aa- 2'"(a3
- 3acos 2,P + rcos(,P + 17), 

fo cos .P - go sin ,P = O, fo sin .P + go cos .P = 0. 

From here we obtain 

2hwa cos ,P- (Aa- 2'"(a3 + ~q a) sin ,P + r sin 11 = 0, 

2hwa sin ,P + (Aa- 2'"(a3 
- ~q a) cos ,P + r cos 11 = 0. 

Note: The equations (2.4} belong to the form 

Ysin,P + Zcos,P =C. 

The functions sin ,P and cos ,P satisfy the relationship 

sin2 ,P + cos2 ,P = 1. 

From equation ( 1) we have 

Eliminating sin ,P between last two equations we get 

(Y2 + z2) cos2 .p- 2ZC cos .p + C2 - Y2 = o. 

From here we obtain 

cos,P = y 2 : z 2 [zc± ..jZOC2- (Y2 +Z•)(C2- Y2J]. 

(2.4} 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Therefore, the condition for reality of cos ,P is that the under radical expression should not be 
negative: 

Applying the condition (2.5) to equations (2.4} we have 

a2{ 4h2w2 + (A- 2'"(a2 + ~q)"} ~ r2 sin2 17, 

a2 { 4h2w2 +(A- 2'"(a2
- ~q)"} ~ r2 cos2 '1· 

System without friction ( h = 0) 

In this case equations (2.4} take the form 
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(2.6} 

(2.7} 



[21a2
- (~+ ~q)]asint,b = -rsin~, 

[21a2
- (~- ~q)]acost,b = rcos~. 

(2.8) 

a) If 2"(a2 - ( ~ + ~q) # 0 and 2"(a2 - ( ~- ~q) # 0 then eliminating the phase .p from (2.8) 

we get the equation· of the resonance curve C1: 

where 

b) If 2"(a2 - ( ~ + ~q) = o, i.e. if we have theresonance curve a.: 

then 

From here we obtain: 

2 2 Qq 
2"(a = w - 1 + - · 

3 

o.a. sin'¢ = -r sin fJ, 

sin~ = 0 :>- ~ = 0, .-; 
±3r 9r2 

cos~= ±1 :>- t,b =arccos--:>- a2 > -- · 
2aqa - 4a2q2 

· c) If 2"(a2 - ( ~- ~q) = 0, i.e. if we have the resonance curve a3: 

then 

From here we obtain: 

2 2 aq 2-ya =w -1--, 
3 

~ 2aq . ~ . 
o.acos'f'=rcosfJ, 3asm..,=rsmfJ. 

· .t. • 3r 2 9r2 

sm ~ = ±1 :>- " = ±arc sm -- :>- a 2: """""""2"2 · 
2aqa 4a q 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

So, if 11 = 0, i, 11'1 

3

2
1f', the resonance curves 0 2 , 0 3 do not exist. If fJ = 0, 1r, then beside the 

resonance curve a1 there is still semi-straight line a2 in the (a2 ,w2)·plane with a2 2: 
4

9
:

2 

2 • If 
"'q 

1J = i, 3
; then beside the resonance curve a1 there is still semi-straight line a, in the (a2 , w2 )-

. 9r2 
plane with a2 ;::: """""""2"2 . 

4a q 

System with friction (h # o) 

Solving the system of equations (2.4) relatively sin t,b and cos t,b we have: 
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a) For the case D ;< 0: 

where 

. ·'· D, asln'f'=-, 
D 

D2 
acos,P = D, 

2 2 
D = 4w2 h2 + (t.- 2-ya2 ) 2 - "'

9
q , 

D1 = -r [ 2hw sin '1 + ( t. - 2-ya2 + ~q) cos 17], 

D2 = -r[2hw cos17- ( t.- 2-ya2
- ~q) sin 'I]· · 

Eliminating ,P from (2.15) gives the following equati.on for amplitude (a) and frequency (w) 

b) If D = 0 we have 
. /o.2q2 

2-ya2 = w2 - 1 ± y-
9
-- 4w2 h2 , 

and sin ,P, cos ,P exist only when D, = D2 = O, or equivalently 

D1 cos '7 - D2 sin '7 = O, D, sin '7 + D2 cos '7 = 0. 

From here we obtain: 

2 2 aq . aq . 
2-ya, = w, - 1 + S cos 217, w, = -

6
h sm 217. 

The formula (2.6) with taking into account D = 0 and (2.19) gives a restriction to a,: 

2 9r2 
a,. 2:422. 

"' q 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

3. Interaction of the elements of first degree of smallness quadratic nonlinearity 
and forced excitation with the self-excitation of second degree of smallness 

Let us consider a nonlinear system described by the following differential equation: 

x + w2 :z: = ~(ax2 + qcos 2wt) + e2 ( tl.x + D(1- Sx2 ):i;- ,83x], 
w2 =1-e2t.. 

(3.1) 

Where .D·, 8. are positive constants. The other parameters are the same as in the previous para.. 
graphs. 

The approximate solution of the equation (3.1) will be found in the form (2.2) with the 
amplitude (a) and phase (,P) satisfying the relations: 

da e
2 

[ ( S 2 ) aq . ] - =- Daw 1- -a + -asm2,P 
dt 2w 4 3 . ' 

a.p "2( . 3 aq ) a-d=- -t.a+2-ya +-acos2,P·, 
t 2w 3 

(3.2) 
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where 
3(3 5a2 

')=---· 
8 12 

Equation (3.2) have a trivial solution a= 0. The non-trivial (a of 0) stationary amplitude a0 

and phase .Po are determined from the equations: 

Eliminating the phase .Po gives: 

From the last two equations we obtain approximately 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

This formula is plotted in the figure 4 for the parameters: e2D = w- 3 , 6 = 40, e aq = 10-3 and 
3 

e27 = -0.005 (curve 1), e2
') = 0.01 (curve 2) and e27 = 0.025 (curve 3) 
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Denoting the right ltand sides of the equations (3.2) by X andY, respectively, we have: 
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where the subscript "0" means that the derivatives are calculated at stationary values ao, 1/Jo (3.3). 
The stability conditions of stationary oscillations are 

Hence a0 > 0, the stability conditions take the form 

aw 
a 2 > 0. 

ao 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

To study the stability of the zero solution a = 0 of equations (3.2) we introduce the variable 
u., v connected with a and t/J by the relations: 

u=acos'¢, v=asin,P. (3.10) 

We have 

~; = ;: [ Dwu. + ( !:> + ~q) v] + ... 

dv =!:...[(-!:>+ aq)u+Dwv] + ... 
st 2w 3 

(3.11) 

where the non-written terms contain u and v with higher degrees of smallness. The origin u = u = 0 
(a = 0} of the system of equations (3.11) is unstable, because the characteristic equation of the 
linear terms of ( 3.11) has the roots with positive real part. 

In the figure 4 the stable branches of resonance curves are shown by heavy lines, while the 
unstable ones-by dotted lines. 

4. Conclusion 

In the nonlinear system under consideration, the elements characterizing the first degree of 
smallness quadratic nonlinearity and nonresonance forced excitation (for brief, N-F-elements) have 
no effect on the oscillation in the first approximation. However, they interact oiie with another in 
the second approximation and appear as a parametric excitation with modulation of the product of 
their intensity (a, q). This means that each element (a and q) standing alone has no effect on the 
system and these elements have equal role. The resonance curve (Fig. 1) is bent to the right and 
cuts the frequency-axis at two points. This curve is typical for a nonlinear system with parametric 
excitation. The passage of the system under consideration through resonance has been examined 
(Fig. 2, 3). 

In the second paragraph their interaction between these elements and the second degree of 
smallness resonance forced excitation has been studied. Some typical results for the interaction 
between parametric and forced excitations have been obtained. The interaction between N·F
elements and self·excitation is given in the paragraph 3. The resonance curves have oval forms 
(Fig. 4) and are bent either to the left or to the right, depending on the sign of the parameter -y. 
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TU'GNG TAo ctrA cAc PHAN Ttr DA.c TRU'NG cHo PHI TUYEN CAP HAI 
VA KfCH DQNG CU'6'NG B1IC V6"I cAc KfcH DQNG LO~I KHAC 

Trong cac h~ phi tuyifn, nhifng s/5 h'!Jlg phi tuye'n c~p hai vi\. kich d9ng cU'&ng brrc khilng ci)ng 
h1r&ng c6 b~c be e va c<i.c sg h~g rna sat tuygn tlnh, phi tuygn di:p ba, c3.c kich dc;>ng thOng sQ 
vi\. cU'ang brrc c(>ng hu-6-ng c6 b~c be •2 se khilng c6 tac d¥ng trong xap x! thrr nhii:t, song chUng 
tac d9ng qua I~ v&i nhau trong xap xi thrr hai vi\. nhirng hi~n t1r\Yilg phi tuye'n m&:i se xuat hi~n. 
Vi~c nghien crru cac hi~n tlr\Yilg nay Ia m¥C tieu Cl!.a bai bao. Ph1l'O"Ilg phap ti~m cij.n cll.a w h9C 
phi tuyifn ke't h9'P v&i may tfnh dii cho phep giii bi\.i toan d~t ra. 
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